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In the atmosphere of Titan, Saturn’s main satellite, molecular growth is initiated

by 85.6 nm-Extreme UltraViolet (EUV) photons triggering a chemistry with charged

and free-radical species. However, the respective contribution of these species to the

complexification of matter is far from being known. This work presents a chem-

ical analysis in order to contribute to a better understanding of aromatic

formation pathways. A gas mixture N2/CH4 (90/10 %) within the closed

SURFACAT reactor was irradiated at relatively low pressure (0.1 mbar)

and room temperature for six hours by EUV photons (∼ 85.6 nm). The

neutral molecules formed at the end of the irradiation were condensed in a

cryogenic trap and analyzed by electron ionization mass spectrometry. An

analysis of the dominant chemical pathways highlights the identification of benzene

and toluene and underlies the importance of small ion and radical reactions. On the

basis of the experimental results, a speculative mechanism based on sequential H-

elimination/CH3-addition reactions is proposed for the growth of aromatics in Titan’s

atmosphere. Elementary reactions to be studied are given to instill future updates

of photochemical models of Titan’s atmosphere.

I. INTRODUCTION

Within the Solar system, Titan is a model for prebiotic chemistry that makes it a proxy

for potential exoplanets that would possess atmospheres with complex organic chemistry.

It is now accepted that photochemical processes in the atmosphere of Titan, the largest

of Saturn’s 62 moons, directly influence the chemical composition of the liquid lakes and

the surface hydrological activity. Thus, a detailed understanding of the chemistry of Ti-

tan’s atmosphere is the way forward to a whole Titan modeling of the composition of the

bulk atmosphere and the flux of condensable material to the surface1. In the thermosphere

between 700 and 1100 km in altitude, N2 and CH4 are ionized and dissociated mainly by

energetic Extreme UltraViolet (EUV) photons from solar radiation, leading to the formation
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of reactive species like ions and radicals among a diverse range of hydrocarbon species. In

the lower layers of the atmosphere, below 500 km, hydrocarbons such as benzene and other

aromatics by interaction with lower energy UV photons (> 155 nm) are key compounds in

the formation of larger and more complex molecules like Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

(PAHs). The existence of PAHs or heterocyclic aromatic compounds has recently been sug-

gested by Cassini/INMS (Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer)2,3 and Cassini/VIMS (Visual

Infrared Mass Spectrometer) measurements4.

These species are composed of multiple aromatic rings with delocalized π-electrons that

make them stable structures. These molecules are the intermediate step that separates small

organic molecules such as acetylene, and larger carbonaceous materials. They contribute to

the production of aerosols which form the opaque photochemical haze layers that obscure

the surface of Titan5,6. Thus the identification of the pathways of formation of these species

is essential for understanding the chemistry of Titan’s atmosphere, but is yet to be fully

understood even for the simplest PAH precursor, namely benzene (C6H6) and toluene (C7H8).

So far, benzene is the most abundant and most complex large neutral molecules that

has been reliably identified to date in Titan’s atmosphere, both by modelling data from

Cassini/INMS3,7 and observations by optical spectroscopy from ISO (Infrared Space Ob-

servatory) and Cassini/CIRS (Composite InfraRed Spectrometer)8,9. Nonetheless the mass

spectra present a signal up to mass 91. Photochemical models have highlighted neutral and

ions dissociative recombination reactions that lead to the formation of benzene in the upper

atmospheric layers where its significant molar fraction is of the order of ppm10–14. However,

even the most recent model predictions systematically underestimate the abundance of ben-

zene with uncertainties that vary the mole fraction by several orders of magnitude while the

identification of formation processes for larger hydrocarbons are even more uncertain15,16.

This highlights the need for new inputs from laboratory studies to reach an understanding of

the chemistry occurring in Titan and more specifically the formation pathways of aromatic

molecules.
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The incident solar radiation is mostly dominated by wavelengths above 100 nm17. How-

ever, it is the EUV photons that are absorbed in thermosphere and initiate chemistry, while

photons at lower energy penetrate deep into Titan’s atmosphere15. Photons whose wave-

length is shorter than 80 nm are absorbed above 1,000 km. On the other hand, photons

with wavelengths between 80 and 100 nm penetrate to altitudes between 800 and 1,000 km.

This altitude coincides with the maximum of the molar fraction of benzene predicted in the

atmosphere of Titan16.

The present work reports on this chemical regime in which nitrogen is dissociated and

methane is mostly ionized. In order to achieve this, the approach used in this work con-

sists in reproducing the chemistry that takes place in Titan’s atmosphere in the laboratory,

by irradiating a mixture of gases representative of this environment with an EUV photon

source. This approach remains uncommon since synchrotron radiation and high

harmonic generation (HHG) of femtosecond lasers are the only EUV photon

sources providing sufficient ionization rates to reproduce Titan’s chemistry in

reasonable laboratory time scale. However, a compromise has to be considered

on the exposure time so that the laboratory experiments respect the low dose

of energy deposited per molecule in Titan’s atmosphere. This is to avoid the

formation of species that would not be involved in the initial aerosol formation

processes. These experiments can then last several tens of hours to form a quan-

tity of analyzable matter, leading to extensive exposition to possible contami-

nation problems. Thus, long stable low pressure experiments for the irradiation

of gas mixtures with a suitable and tunable EUV photon flux for producing

photochemical aerosols are challenging to set up.

To achieve that, the recently developed atmospheric simulation chamber

SURFACAT (french acronym for surfatron chambre à tholins) has been used18.

This new experimental platform has been coupled to the EUV light source of

the BlastBeat laser system at the CELIA laboratory in Bordeaux, France19.
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The feasibility of irradiating for several hours a low pressure gas sample in the

SURFACAT reactor to form photoproducts using a stable EUV photon flux was

recently presented in Bourgalais et al.18. This paper presents a first series of

results relating to the study of Titan’s chemistry through the use of an experi-

mental device with a low level of contamination. The paper is organized as follows. A

description of the experimental setup is given in section 2. Then, the mass spectrum obtained

after 6 hours of irradiation is presented and compared to the Cassini/INMS data and the

photochemical models in section 3. In section 4, a discussion is made on the transposition

of these experimental results to the atmosphere of Titan. Finally, in the last section, radical

and ionic pathways to be added in photochemical models are proposed in order to advance

our knowledge on the growth of molecular complexity in Titan’s atmosphere.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

In this study a nonlinear optics approach has been used to generate an intense and stable light

in the EUV range to reproduce the dominant chemical processes in the upper atmosphere of

Titan20. The EUV light was produced by the HHG of the BlastBeat laser system at CELIA,

based on Yb-Doped Fiber Amplifier (YDFA) technology21. In this work a monochromatic

source at 14.5 eV (∼ 85.6 nm) was obtained by selecting the third harmonic generated in

gas jet of argon of the fourth frequency of the YDFA laser. The repetition rate of this laser

source was set at 166 kHz (its lower limit). The fourth harmonic beam generated by two

BBO crystals in cascade reached 6 µJ/pulse and were magnified by a ×5 mirror telescope

and focused by a 300 mm focal length. The transmittive optics were in high quality Raman-

graded CaF2. After a reflexion on a SiO2 mirror at 60o incidence angle, the EUV light was

injected into the SURFACAT photoreactor through a 150 nm thick indium foil, which has

a measured transmission of 15 % around 14.5 eV, and completely blocks the fundamental

radiation at 257 nm and any other of its harmonics. The source-filter distance was calculated,
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by estimating the divergence, so that the beam size is equivalent to the useful diameter of

the filter.

The experimental setup has already been described in the literature and thus, only the

specificities related to this study are described in this section18. Each part of the reactor

was cleaned with ethanol before assembly and the reactor was then pumped to a secondary

vacuum and heated for 48 hours at a temperature sufficient to minimize the contribution

of water vapor and organic pollutants whose presence is checked before each irradiation.

The 85.6 nm-EUV light irradiated for 6 hours, a gas mixture composed of nitrogen and

methane (90/10 %) injected into the reactor (volume ∼ 1 dm3) at a total pressure of 0.1

mbar and room temperature. It should be noted that the ratio of methane to nitrogen in

this gas mixture is about 2 to 3 times higher than in Titan’s atmosphere at altitudes of 800

- 1,000 km. This choice was made in order to favor the formation of hydrocarbons in the

reactor22. This closed-cell irradiation technique allows us to reproduce the molecular growth

taking place in Titan’s highly diluted atmosphere in a reasonable time on Earth. A Titan

day lasts almost 16 terrestrial days and the average solar flux is 5×106 photons s−1 cm−2.

Considering that in this work, the photon flux reaching the gas mixture was measured to

be 4×1011 photons s−1 cm−2, this device reproduced one day of irradiation on Titan into 17

seconds. The EUV flux was measured after the indium filter with a calibrated photodiode

before the insertion of the gases as well as after the mass spectra measurements.

The product analysis was ensured by a quadrupole mass spectrometer using

70 eV electron ionization to detect the neutral species and as follows: (1) Before

irradiation, a 1st mass spectrum of all species present in the reactor is recorded. (2) At the

end of the irradiation, a 2nd mass spectrum is recorded so that the consumption of methane

can be measured. (3) The photoproducts are condensed in a liquid nitrogen trap and a VAT

valve allowing to separate the reactor into two closed parts. (4) The photoproducts are then

released into the part with the smaller volume (volume ratio of 3.5). (5) The photoproducts

are then recondensed in the cryogenic trap and the reactor is pumped to a secondary vacuum
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to minimize the presence of the dominant N2 and CH4. (6) The products are finally released

into the reactor and a 3rd mass spectrum is acquired.

A background correction has been made on the 3rd mass spectrum by subtracting the

1st mass spectrum and the result is shown in Figure 2 hereafter. The absence of signal at

m/z 18 in the mass spectrum of Figure 2 is due to the fact that the intensity of the peak

at m/z 18 is approximately the same before and after irradiation. This mass corresponds

to the residual water signal which is irremediably the main pollutant in the system despite

efforts made upstream of the experiments to desorb the experimental device. However, this

similarity of the water signal before and after irradiation reveals that the role of water in

the chemistry of the reactor is minimal.

It should be mentioned that the following analysis is based on the mass spec-

trum interpretation resulting from ionization of molecules by electrons at 70 eV.

This ionization technique leads to a fragmentation of the newly formed molecules

that must be taken into account. The signal of each mass may result from a con-

tribution of several fragments coming from parent molecules. As mentioned in

Bourgalais et al.18, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

(http://webbook.nist.gov/) fragmentation database has been used as a reference

for the fragmentation patterns involved here.

III. RESULTS

The total reactivity efficiency of the reactor irradiated at 85.6 nm wavelength can be es-

timated by measuring the methane consumption. Figure 1 shows the relative methane

consumption after only one hour of irradiation of a N2/CH4 mixture (90/10 %) at a total

pressure of 0.1 mbar in the photoreactor. The calculation was performed using each of the

four methane fragments to ensure the reliability of the measurement. The respective signal

of each fragment before ((CH4)0) and after irradiation ((CH4)t) was subtracted and divided
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by the value before irradiation which serves as a reference. A consumption of about 6 % of

the 10 % of methane initially composing the gas mixture was measured. This corresponds to

about 10−3 of the total fraction of the gas mixture. In order to maximize product formation,

the irradiation time was subsequently increased to 6 hours.

Figure 1: Relative methane consumption (((CH4)0-(CH4)t)/(CH4)0) during one hour of EUV
irradiation of a N2/CH4 mixture (90/10%) at 0.1 mbar. Each mass related to methane was
used to obtained a value of the relative methane consumption (red dots). The blue line is
the average of the red dots and the blue area displays the standard deviation.

Figure 2 shows a background corrected mass spectrum obtained after 6 hours of irradia-

tion at 85.6 nm (see experimental section for more details). This mass spectrum is normalized

by mass 28 to be compared to the average neutral mass spectrum from 1 to 99 atomic mass

unit measured during T19 flyby by INMS between 950 and 1,000 km in Titan’s atmosphere.3

The striking result is that despite the wavelength selectivity used, the experimental mass

spectrum resembles that of INMS with similar mass coverage and close relative intensities.
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Differences are observed for the mass ranges 50-60 and 80-90. Masses above 100 cannot be

directly compared with INMS, since this probe do not go beyond 90. One would also noted

peaks located at m/z 32 and 44 coming from O2 and CO2 due to inherent micro-leaks during

the long time of irradiation. The amount of methane is higher than in Titan’s atmosphere

as expected from our gas mixture and the photoproducts with the trap have been con-

densed and therefore slightly concentrated. Thus the relative abundances between N2 and

the products must be taken with peculiar care. In spite of this, the orders of magnitude

are similar and the identification of the products as well as their formation paths remain

legitimate. The laboratory-based data presents a broader spectrum with signals to masses

not present in INMS and gives the opportunity to explore the common pathways leading to

the formation of aromatic molecules in the reactor and the atmosphere of Titan.

The Formation of Benzene in the Photochemical Reactor

Among the masses of common interest with INMS, that of m/z 78 is particularly interest-

ing since it correlates with the mass of benzene. The photochemical reactor environment is

dominated by energetic photons that initiate the photoionization of methane. At the wave-

length used in this work (85.6 nm) the major output pathways of methane photolysis are

CH+
3 /CH+

4 ions along with CH3 and CH radicals, while nitrogen is dissociated into atoms in

their excited state N(2D) and fundamental state N(4S)23,24:

CH4 + hν(85.6 nm) −−→ CH+
4

−−→ CH3 + H

−−→ CH+
3 + H

−−→ CH + H2 + H

(R1)

(R2)

(R3)

(R4)

These species react mainly with CH4 which is in excess in the reactor and form the ions

C2H
+
5 , CH+

5 and the neutral C2H4 respectively:
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Figure 2: Mass spectrum obtained after 6 hours of irradiation at 85.6 nm (blue bars) com-
pared to the average neutral mass spectrum from Waite et al. 3 measured during T19 flyby
by INMS between 950 and 1,000 km in Titan’s atmosphere. The red areas correspond to
the masses at which INMS has detected a signal. The red dots correspond to the relative
intensities of the molecules derived from the analysis of the INMS data. The absence of a
red dot in a red zone means that no molecule was assigned to this mass during the analysis
of the INMS data or that the relative intensity is lower than the scale of the mass spectrum.
Data are normalized by m/z 28 and two standard deviations are displayed for experimental
data uncertainties. The noise level of the blue signal is around 10−14. The dotted box is
a zoom of the mass range from 75 to 125 amu in linear scale.
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CH+
3 + CH4 −−→ C2H

+
5 + H2

CH+
4 + CH4 −−→ CH+

5 + CH3

CH + CH4 −−→ C2H4 + H

(R5)

(R6)

(R7)

The CH+
5 ion predominantly recombines with electrons to form methane again:

CH+
5 + e− −−→ CH4 + H (R8)

After methane, CH3 is the most abundant neutral coming from charge transfer from CH+
3

and CH+
4 with N2. On the other hand, one the major exit channel for the recom-

bination of C2H
+
5 ions, along with acetylene, is the ethylenyl radical (C2H3)

25,26.

C2H3 plays an important role in Titan’s atmosphere since its reaction with rad-

ical C4H3 is one of the major neutral reactions for the formation of benzene at

low altitude15,16, through the formation of the phenyl readical (C6H5) to which

a H-atom is added to form benzene27:

C2H
+
5 + e− −−→ C2H3 + H2

C2H3 + C4H3 −−→ C6H5 + H

C6H5 + H −−→ C6H6

(R9)

(R10)

(R11)

It should be noted that theoretical investigations on C2H3 + C4H3 also showed

that this reaction is barrierless and that there are low energy pathways that can

lead directly to benzene products28.

C2H4 leads mainly after a sequence of electronic recombination and photolysis to the

formation of small ions: C2H
+
2 , C2H

+
3

29. These ions then react mainly with methane due

to its abundance and give the ion C3H
+
5 which is at the origin by electronic recombination

of many C3 radicals including propargyl (C3H3). C3H3 recombination constitutes the other

important neutral route for the formation of benzene in Titan’s atmosphere. It should be
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noted that despite benzene as the main products, C6H6 isomers (fulvene and

2-ethynyl-1,3-butadiene) are also formed through minor channels30:

C2H
+
2 /C2H

+
3 + CH4 −−→ C3H

+
5 + H2

C3H
+
5 + e+ −−→ C3H3 + H2

C3H3 + C3H3 −−→ C6H6

(R12)

(R13)

(R14)

C3H
+
5 could also be an additional source of phenyl radical C6H5. Referring to the

statistical approach presented by Plessis et al. for the treatment of branching

ratios of dissociative recombinations, C3H radical isomers can be among the

major products of the dissociative recombination of the C3H
+
5 ion31. By reaction

with a methyl radical CH3, C3H leads to C4H3, necessary for the formation of C6H5 (see

R10):

C3H + CH3 −−→ C4H3 + H (R15)

Since CH3 is very abundant, then the pathway leading to C4H3 is efficient. So the reaction

C4H3 + C2H3 is an important pathway for benzene formation under these conditions. The

main production pathways for benzene in this high-energy environment are summarized in

the diagram in Figure 3.

The Formation of Toluene in the Photochemical Reactor

The other significant result of this study, is the presence of a peak at m/z 92 which corre-

sponds to toluene (C6H5CH3) and another peak at m/z 91 which corresponds to the main

fragment of C6H5CH3 due to electron impact ionization of the mass spectrometer. Its for-

mation pathway remains an open question, but a likely mechanism can be inferred from our

knowledge of the chemical system. Based on the reactivity of C6H5, its reaction with the

most abundant radicals can be expected. Thus, in addition to the H-addition channel, C6H5
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Figure 3: Main pathways derived from the experiments for benzene and toluene formation
based on chemical reasoning taking into account the gas mixture composed of nitrogen and
methane (90/10 %) irradiated, the wavelength of 85.6 nm, and the overall pressure of 0.1
mbar.

could react with CH3 to form C6H5CH3, in agreement with the experimental study of the

C3H3 + CH3 recombination reaction.32:

C6H5 + CH3 −−→ C6H5CH3 (R16)
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The Formation of Benzene-substituted Aromatics

Peaks with a signal above the background noise are also observed at m/z 105 and 119,

demonstrating that heavier compounds are formed in the reactor. Based on a mechanism

-H/+CH3 similar to the formation of toluene, a similar growth process on toluene itself can

be inferred. H-abstraction would occur either on the lateral chain or on the aromatic core

leading to two different growth evolutions (see Figure 4).

Based on a mechanism similar to the one proposed for formation of toluene, growth by

H-abstraction on an aromatic followed by methyl-addition would lead successively to the

formation of benzyl radical (C6H5CH2) and ethylbenzene (C6H5C2H5) at m/z 106:

C6H5CH2 + CH3 −−→ C6H5C2H5 (R17)

Assuming that a similar -H/+CH3 process allows a continued growth of aromatics, the

formation of alkylbenzene with masses separated by an interval of 14 should be observed

such as propylbenzene (C6H5C3H7) at m/z 120 and butylbenzene (C6H5C4H9) at m/z 134.

However, the fragmentation of these compounds due to the electron ionization of the exper-

imental device, leads essentially to the formation of a fragment at m/z 9133. It is then not

possible to isolate their formation in the reactor. Thus the signals observed at m/z 105 and

119 correspond to other species.

The elimination of a H-atom on an aromatic molecule in the reactor can be done either

by photodissociation or by reaction with abundant radicals. If we consider the family of

alkylbenzene (C6H5CH2R) of which toluene is the simplest molecule, abstraction can be

done from the side chain or from a C-H ring site. In the case of alkylbenzene reactions

with radicals, the addition of a second radical to the carbon attached to the radical group

causing its detachment can also be added as an exit channel34,35. Subsequent reactions by

addition of methyl may therefore not take place solely by the formation of a side chain. Thus,

alkylbenzene isomers with methyl and ethyl functions in different ring sites can potentially
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be formed in the reactor (see Figure 4). These species have a fragmentation spectrum by

electron ionization whose main fragments are found at m/z 105 and 11933, whose observation

of a signal at these masses in this work corroborates the hypothesis of the formation of

aromatics with several functional groups in the reactor without disregarding the formation

of aromatics with a single functional chain.

Figure 4: Mechanism through H-abstraction and subsequent methyl-addition for the forma-
tion of benzene-substituted aromatics in the reactor. The choice of the representation of the
para isomers in this scheme is arbitrary. The formation of the meta isomers is as likely as the
para isomers. This choice has been made to illustrate the two different possible molecular
growth pathways from toluene in the reactor: from the lateral chain and from the aromatic
core. The formation of isomers with alkyl groups in ortho position is usually not favoured
because of steric effects36.

IV. DISCUSSION

Ion-driven Radical Chemistry toward Benzene

As already shown in previous studies, the present investigation support that the production of

benzene in the upper atmospheric layers of Titan is thought to be a combination of neutral

reactions and dissociative recombination of heavy aromatic ions16,26,37. The formation of

heavy ions is described as mainly initiated by the reaction chain starting from C2H
+
5 which
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form C4H
+
5 by reaction with acetylene38. C4H

+
5 thereafter reacts with small hydrocarbons

to form heavy ions like C6H
+
6 and C6H

+
7

39:

C2H
+
5 + C2H2 −−→ C4H

+
5 + H2

C4H
+
5 + C2H2/C2H4 −−→ C6H

+
6 /C6H

+
7 + H/H2

(R18)

(R19)

The work presented in this paper highlights an indirect contribution of ions to the benzene

formation chemistry, not by the recombination of heavy ions, but by the recombination of

light ions (CH+
3 and C2H

+
5 ) which contribute as important additional sources of CH3 and

C2H3 radicals which are further growth species40–42. This result is in agreement with the

study of Plessis et al. 43 whose main finding is that ions are an important source of radicals.

Radical association pathways are usually assumed to be more effective at low altitudes

because they are pressure-dependent reactions. However, at 800 km where the abundance of

benzene is maximum, we find ourselves in a transition domain where termolecular reactions

are not negligible44. Nevertheless, the good agreement between the relative abundances of the

species measured in this relatively low pressure experiment and in situ INMS measurements

(see Figure 2), shows that radical reactions promoted by CH+
3 appear to be efficient sources

of benzene to explain its abundance in the upper layer of Titan’s atmosphere. This is in

agreement with previous articles in the literature showing that CH+
3 promotes the formation

of large organic molecules45,46.

Experimental Confirmation of Toluene Production in Titan-like

Conditions

This work supports the formation of toluene in gas phase and is in line with the most recent

photochemical models predicting a significant abundance of toluene (see figure 5)15,16. The

mole fraction of toluene derived in this experiment coincides reasonably with the predictions

of numerical simulations. The slight overestimation of the relative abundance of toluene
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Figure 5: Comparison of mole fractions derived from this work (purple area) for C4H6

and C7H8 with in situ abundances derived from data analysis of the INMS measurements
in Titan’s thermosphere from 900 to 1,200 km. Values include data analysis from Waite
et al. 3 (blue triangles), Vuitton et al. 47 (orange squares), Cui et al. 14 (red arrows), and
Magee et al. 48 (green area). The vertical mole fraction profiles derived from the most recent
photochemical models of Titan’s atmosphere are also represented (black lines from Dobrijevic
et al. 24 and Loison et al. 16 and grey lines from Vuitton et al. 15).
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in the experiment can be explained by the initial methane content in the gas mixture that

was used as well as the potential fragmentation of alkylbenzene-derivatives of which certain

main fragments correspond to toluene (cf. paragraph on the potential formation of benzene-

substituted aromatics).

The detection of toluene in Titan’s atmosphere is currently a subject of debate. INMS

detected a signal at masses 91 and 92 with a peak-to-peak ratio that supports the attribution

of these two peaks to toluene. Despite the fact that some INMS spectra clearly show a

signal to the masses coming from toluene, Vuitton et al. 13 states that these intensities can

be explained by catalytic effects on the walls within the INMS instrument. Indeed, the

measurements carried out by INMS to detect benzene were made using an enhancement

chamber placed in front of the mass spectrometer in order to ”accumulate” the molecules

and thus obtain a greater sensitivity for their detection7. However, since the setup used in

the present work minimises the effects of the walls under operating conditions (see discussion

in Bourgalais et al. 18), the agreement between the derived mole fraction for toluene with the

abundances measured by the INMS instrument and the most recent photochemical models

questions the hypothesis that toluene could be an INMS artifact and would better confirm

the detection of toluene by INMS in Titan’s upper atmosphere.

This work also highlights the importance of toluene formation through barrierless reac-

tion between methyl and phenyl radicals. However, the pathways of toluene formation and

destruction remain too simple and approximate in photochemical models. Efforts must be

undertaken to develop kinetic models of phenyl and toluene at low temperature, which con-

stitute, as demonstrated in this work and in line with the literature49,50, dominant precursors

in the initial photochemical steps leading to PAH formation and ultimately haze production.
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Extensive Aromatic Growth through Sequential H-abstraction/CH3-

addition Reactions

Several growth mechanisms for PAHs in interstellar environments and combustion are pro-

posed in the literature to date. The first mechanism is based on the formation of a radical

by H-abstraction followed by sequential addition of acetylene (C2H2) but requires high tem-

peratures (> 1,000 K)51–53. Another mechanism initiated by the abstraction of a H-atom

followed by the addition of vinylacetylene (HAVA) allows to operate via barrierless reactions

at temperatures representative of interstellar environments (< 200 K)54–57. Alternative rad-

ical addition mechanisms with phenyl (PAC)50,58 and methyl CH3 (MAC)36,59,60, following

a loss of H or H2 from an aromatic compound, are also effective processes for the growth of

PAHs at low temperatures. Without disregarding the possibility of other low-temperature

growth processes such as PAC and HAVA, this work puts forward for the first time the MAC

mechanism as a potential lead to explain an efficient growth of aromatic molecules in Titan’s

atmosphere.

CH3 is the most abundant radical in Titan’s atmosphere15 and as demonstrated here

CH3 is a major player in the formation of the first aromatic molecules namely benzene and

toluene, in line with literature16. Toluene is the most complex compound simulated by most

of the photochemical models of Titan’s atmosphere and in which the kinetic data of the

phenyl radical reactions diverge strongly15,16,61. The model of Loison et al.16 is the only one

to consider the formation of ethylbenzene (m/z 106) via a mechanism initiated by the loss of

a H-atom by photodissociation of toluene (see blue box in Figure 6)62. Their model predicts

that ethylbenzene is relatively abundant but also that the growth of aromatics stops at this

stage. They mention that the growth pattern based on the reactivity of radicals resulting

from the loss of H-atom by an aromatic, cannot involve radicals of greater mass than benzyl

because the photodissociation of ethylbenzene leads mainly to the loss of a methyl group as

summarized in Figure 6 (cf. blue box).

However, based on the fragmentation pattern of alkylbenzenes and through the regular
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interval of 14 amu from the detected peaks to the highest masses in the mass spectrum of

Figure 2, this work highlights a potential efficiency of a -H/+CH3 mechanism for aromatic

growth in Titan’s atmosphere. Loison et al.16 considers a chemical scheme involving a

single isomer for C8H10, ethylbenzene but the abstraction of a H-atom from toluene ring

by a radical may be an alternative to the photodissociation of toluene which forms another

C8H10 isomer (see yellow box in Figure 6). Indeed, the reaction of toluene with a H-atom

is not implemented in photochemical models, but leads mainly to the formation of benzene

and methylphenyl radicals (C6H4CH3). The latters by reaction with a methyl radical can

lead to the formation of dimethylbenzene isomers63. These isomers may subsequently be

photodissociated by photons or react with H or CH3 to form methylbenzyl isomers64,65.

However according to the kinetic data, it is likely that the formation of ethylbenzene is

favoured over dimethylbenzene isomers in Titan’s atmosphere because the exit channels of

the reaction of toluene with H present barriers of a few kcal mol−1 63. Under the experimental

conditions of this work carried out at room temperature and in a limited photon environment,

the conditions are probably more favorable for the formation of dimethylbenzene isomers.

The addition of these reaction pathways is however necessary to study their impact on

molecular growth in Titan’s atmosphere.

Alternative reaction pathways, involving phenyl with abundant molecules such as C3H4

isomers, have been suggested in the literature to explain the growth of molecular complexity.

These reactions lead directly to the formation of polyaromatic molecules such as indene,

biphenyl or naphthalene66. However, no characteristic peak of these species can attest to

their formation in the reactor. Moreover, the modeling of Loison et al.16 shows that the rapid

rate coefficients of phenyl and benzyl radicals with H and CH3 make these polyaromatic

formation pathways negligible. A growth pattern by addition of functional groups on a

single aromatic ring seems to be the preferred pathway for the complexification of matter in

Titan’s atmosphere.
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Figure 6: Potential reaction pathways to explain the radical growth in Titan’s atmo-
sphere from toluene according to a H-elimination/CH3-addition mechanism. It should
be noted that the location of H-loss on the reactions of ethylbenzene and 1,4-
dimethylbenzene has been arbitrarily chosen to illustrate the radical-addition/H-
elimination mechanism. The loss of an H-atom from the benzyl carbon rather
might be more favorable since it would make a resonance-stabilized radical rather
than a terminal radical.

V. Perspectives

This work shows that radical reactions can constitute one of the lines of research

for a better understanding of the formation of aromatics in Titan’s atmosphere.

The fundamental parameters of these reactions remain indeed poorly known at the low

temperatures of Titan’s thermosphere (ca. 110-200 K) even if association reactions with large

adducts can be rapid even at low pressure67. Further studies would beneficially be carried

out on small radical reactions like C3H3 + C3H3, C2H3 + C4H3, and C3H3 + C3H5 to evaluate

precisely their branching ratios and the identity of the products under the temperature and

pressure conditions representative of Titan’s atmosphere. Indeed, radical reactions have

significant rate constants but their contribution can be dampened depending
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on their concentration, justifying an accurate kinetic modeling. It should be

noted that even if only benzene and toluene are considered at m/z 78 and 92 in

this paper, isomeric branching ratios in kinetic models should be implemented

whenever possible due to their potential difference in reactivity. For instance,

as for C3H3 + C3H3, C2H3 + C4H3 may lead to benzene isomers while they do

not seem to be produce by C6H5 + H30,68.

Radical-molecule reactions are also promising avenues of investigation since

they are usually barrierless making them potentially more important than radical

reactions due to the fact that radicals can react with stable species that have

longer lifetimes and higher concentrations. For instance, propargyl addition on C4H6

has been shown to be the dominant route to toluene formation in combustion environments

with soot69,70. This reaction does not seem to present a significant barrier to entry and need

to be updated in the PAH in Titan photochemical models. C4H6 has not yet been detected

on Titan but seems to play an important role in the formation of benzene and toluene.

As shown by Trevitt et al.71, the reaction between CH and propene (C3H6 has

been reported in CIRS spectra of Titan’s stratosphere72) leads to the formation

of several C4H6 isomers, mostly 1,3-butadiene. The mole fraction derived from the

signal at m/z 46 in this work is consistent with the upper limit of Cui et al. 14 and the

predictions of Loison et al. 16 (see Figure 5).

Other potential alternatives to the proposed mechanism based on CH3 for

aromatic ring growth processes are also to be considered. As mentioned earlier,

C2H4 photolysis and C2H
+
5 recombination are significant source of acetylene as

depicted by m/z 26 in Figure 2. Acetylene is known to be abundant in Titan’s

atmosphere but its impact in this experiment is reduced due to its photolysis at

85.6 nm leading mainly to the formation of the C2H
+
2 ion which in turn reacts

mostly with methane to give the C3H
+
5 ion. However, in Titan’s atmosphere,

acetylene gives mainly the ethynyl radical (C2H) which is highly reactive and
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leads to the growth of long carbon chains which can contribute indirectly to

the formation of benzene and other aromatics (see Goulay et al.73 for instance).

Small carbon radical like methylidyne (CH) produced by methane photolysis

might also play an important role in aromatic growth by reaction with alkene

and alkyne molecules. Accurate chemical data on these subsystems, including

branching ratio of the products provided by synchrotron based photoionization

mass spectrometry74 and molecular cross-beam studies75, are required in de-

tailed kinetic modeling.

Then the final question is how to grow the formation of PAHs beyond the formation of

benzene and toluene? In line with the literature, this work shows that sequential reactions

involving resonantly stabilized radicals such as propargyl (C3H3), benzyl but also aromatic

radicals such as phenyl are avenues to be explored in order to advance our knowledge of

the growth of molecular complexity in Titan’s atmosphere. Additionally, the dissociation

pathway of ethylbenzene by elimination of a H-atom is almost 10% taking into account the

uncertainties76. This branching ratio is not negligible because it leads to the formation of

a highly reactive radical species and must therefore be accurately retranscribed in photo-

chemical models. Reactions of ethylbenzene with abundant radicals such as CH3 can also

be credible alternatives for the removal of a H-atom. These reactions have non-negligible

rate coefficients and reasonable barriers below 10 kcal mol−1 that make them potentially

contributing to the radical growth in Titan’s atmosphere77:

C6H5C2H5 + H −−→ C8H9 + H2

C6H5C2H5 + CH3 −−→ C8H9 + CH4

(R20)

(R21)

As a conclusion the CH3-based mechanism enounced in this paper is one of the

possible scenarios for aromatic growth in Titan’s atmosphere. The experimental

conditions with a wavelength at 85.6 nm allowed to explore a specific chemical

regime with radical ion-guided pathways but other radical than CH3, may have
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a significant contribution to molecular complexity. These results intend to instill

future updates of photochemical models of Titan’s atmosphere.

From an experimental point of view, future orientations could be to increase

the production rate of aromatics and PAHs in the reactor through the addition of

a third species in the irradiated initial gas mixture. A compound such as acety-

lene could be a catalyst for chemical growth especially if it is used with an ap-

propriate irradiation wavelength producing C2H radicals. In parallel, the use of

a gas mixture with isotopic labeling on molecular nitrogen could also be relevant

to probe the contribution of nitrogen chemistry in Titan’s atmosphere by iden-

tifying the chemical pathways of nitrogen incorporation into organic molecules.
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